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Continental Launches AllSeasonContact with Best 
Rolling Resistance Grade 

• Ideal all-season tire solution for electric vehicles 

• Variants available in five popular sizes for vehicles with any type of drive system 

• Low rolling resistance ensures lower energy consumption 

• Original equipment approvals for VW Transporter, Caddy and Jeep Compass 

Hanover, Germany, March 15, 2022. Continental launches dimensions of the AllSeasonContact 

tire with a rolling resistance class A rating – the best possible rating for the EU tire label. What’s 

more, four out of the five tire sizes bear an XL identifier, so they can carry heavier loads. This 

combination makes the tire the ideal retrofit option for electric vehicles, as it can carry the higher 

average weight and extend the range of e-cars. 

Continental is initially presenting the AllSeasonContact tire with rolling resistance class A in five 

sizes that can be used to retrofit popular electric vehicles such as the Hyundai Kona Electro, Kia e-

Niro, Peugeot e-2008 and Opel Mokka-e for year-round use. For this version of the 

AllSeasonContact, the developers were able to reduce the amount of material and further optimize 

the rolling resistance of the rubber compound. These measures reduce tire deformation in the 

contact patch. As a result, the AllSeasonContact loses less energy to the road – the main cause of 

rolling resistance. 

“We’re convinced that there is no one-tire-fits-all solution for all-electric vehicles. Instead, we have 

been working for over a decade on developing our existing portfolio so that it meets the 

requirements of all electric vehicles and at the same time can sustainably reduce emissions from 

combustion vehicles as well,” says Andreas Schlenke, tire developer at Continental. “We’re proud 

to be one of the first tire manufacturers to successfully optimize the rolling resistance of an all-

season tire significantly without any loss of safety.” Most of the AllSeasonContact portfolio already 

has the very good rolling resistance B rating. 

Efficient tires make mobility more sustainable and more cost-effective 

Low rolling resistance also has positive effects for combustion vehicles. It reduces CO2 emissions 

and consumption, which cuts fuel costs. At the same time, fleet operators can save on expenses 

for tire replacement and storage by using all-season tires.  
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Accordingly, Continental’s first three sizes also cover popular fleet vehicles. For example, the 

AllSeasonContact with particularly low rolling resistance is now also available in sizes for the VW 

Passat (Elegance, GTE) and the Skoda Superb (STYLE, Premium Edition). 

Original equipment approvals for VW and Jeep 

Continental has already received approvals for the AllSeasonContact with rolling resistance A for 

the VW Transporter and Caddy as well as Jeep Compass. For all models, the tire can also be 

retrofitted via dealers. 

The AllSeasonContact combines elements of Continental’s Premium summer and winter tires. In 

the all-season tire test conducted by AutoBild (of September 24, 2020), the tire was rated 

“exemplary” for its all-round capabilities and good price-performance ratio. Overall, the all-season 

tire is available in 142 versions, with widths between 155 and 275 millimeters, cross sections 

between 70 and 35 percent, and rims with diameters of 14 to 20 inches. Continental recommends 

an expert inspection of all-season tires at least once a year for possible damage and wear. 

Available sizes: Continental AllSeasonContact rolling resistance label A  

215/55 R17 98H XL 

215/65 R16 102H XL 

235/55 R17 103H XL 

205/65 R15 99H XL 

235/60 R17 102H 

 

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of 
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and 
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2021, Continental generated 
preliminary sales of €33.8 billion and currently employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and 
markets. On October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary.  

The Tires group sector has 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is one of the 
leading tire manufacturers with more than 57,000 employees and posted preliminary sales of €11.8 billion in 
2021 in this group sector. Continental ranks among the technology leaders in tire production and offers a 
broad product range for passenger cars, commercial and special-purpose vehicles as well as two-wheelers. 
Through continuous investment in research and development, Continental makes a major contribution to 
safe, cost effective and ecologically efficient mobility. The portfolio of the tire business includes services for 
the tire trade and fleet applications, as well as digital management systems for tires.  
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Klaus Engelhart 
PR spokesperson for Passenger / Two-Wheeled Vehicle Tires, Germany 
Communications / PR 
Passenger Tires 
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH 
Phone: + 49 (0) 511 938 22 85 
Email: klaus.engelhart@conti.de 

Press portal: www.continental-press.com 
Media center: www.continental.com/media-center 
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The AllSeasonContact with rolling resistance A is 

available for the Hyundai Kona Electric and many 

other electric models. 
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Continental is initially bringing the AllSeasonContact 

with rolling resistance A to market in five popular 

sizes. 
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The AllSeasonContact combines elements of 

Continental’s Premium summer and winter tires. 
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